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About This Game

Triangle Service’s MINUS ZERO is an abstract, minimalist shooter that focuses on a tried-and-true shoot-’em-up weapon: the
lock-on laser. It’s shoot-’em-up purity: just you, your lock-on laser, and a whole bunch of enemies. As long as you continue to

blast away at the waves of enemies, you’ll maintain invincibility, but if you lose track of your position among the explosions and
neon glow, you’ll soon find that invincibility can be fleeting!

Features:

Lock onto invincibility in this abstract, minimalist shoot-’em-up

Glowing neon aesthetic that actually adds to the challenge

Replay support

Electronica soundtrack that builds upon itself as you progress

Includes Achievements, Leaderboards, and Cloud saves
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Title: MINUS ZERO
Genre: Action
Developer:
TRIANGLE SERVICE
Publisher:
Degica
Release Date: 16 Jun, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7/8/10

Processor: Intel Atom (Cherry Trail) or better

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD Graphics

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 500 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectSound-compatible sound card

English,Japanese,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese
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Escape Machines was a promising litle Early Access game with big dreams. Sure, it's alpha build 0.3 and doesn't have a lot of
features yet, but there's three playable levels, and so much more to come. It'll be rebuilt in Unreal Engine 4! It'll have better
graphics! More levels! Better gameplay! An army of robots for you to command! In just a month or two!

Those promises are three years old, now. They're running around and riding their tricycles too recklessly. They're speaking in
complete sentences, even if their grammar's a bit iffy, and demanding to pick out their own clothes. They'll be off to school
before you know it. They grow up so fast...

What hasn't happened in those three years is an update. Not a single one. Not even a bug patch. The developer still pops into the
discussion forum occasionally to say it's all coming in a few months. No-one believes it.

So, in the absence of this update that sounds a lot like vapourware, all you're left with is a simple isometric shooter. The
graphics aren't too bad -- they remind me a little of X-Com Apocalypse -- though the cutscene images are risible. There's only
three levels. Only two kinds of enemy. Different weapons have different stats, but they behave identically. There's an attractive
inventory-management screen, but it's nothing special, really. With a rework of the framing-narrative content and the addition
of a lot more levels and enemies, this could have been a decent game for perhaps 1992. As it stands, though, its only value is as a
warning of what can happen to those who pile into an Early Access game based on the developer's promises.. I love this game.
It's the type of game where you just want to play it one more time and it's already 1:06 am, like it's now. Good soundtrack, solid
game mechanic, not pretentious at all, good UX and easy to learn.. The strongest point of Dies irae would be its characters. It
has such a memorable cast that it is almost impossible to dislike any of them. Every character has solid motivations behind their
actions and it is all thoroughly fleshed out by the huge amount of backstories that is presented throughout the game. The
excellent voice acting particularly those of Wilhelm, Mercurius, Samiel, Machina and Reinhard strengthened the personalities
even further. The battle sequences, which constitutes a major chunk of the visual novel, were mostly well executed and the
invigorating music complemented the scenes effectively. It took over a hundred hours to finish all the four routes plus the Other
Stories section and as such, it is the longest visual novel i have read so far. Dies irae is known for its extremely verbose prose
and sometimes can be challenging to get through some of the sections (even the prologue starts off very slow and is quite
lengthy for an introduction) and this may put some people off. Since the common route (chapters 1 to 7) is free to play, you will
be able to read half of one route (or Act I to be precise), which is a good chunk of the game and see if you would like to
continue with Acts I to IV.. The monkey island games really are the gold standard of point and click adventure games. If you
haven't played the monkey island games, and you're spending time on PnC adventures... you're doing it wrong.. Hey does anyone
want to give me a game online?
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I have been a fan of the Ben 10 franchise ever since the first episode came out. I have also watched every single Ben 10 episode
from the classic to Omniverse, and played almost half of the games released for the franchise. Despite being a fanatic of the
Ben 10 franchise, however, I wouldn't recommend buying this game for the current price ($30).

If you are expecting to relive your childhood for a good 10-20 hours (even if you despise the Reboot but just want the latest Ben
10 game) and have the $30 to spare, sure go buy it now! If you're not a big fan and just want to play the game for what it is, just
wait for a sale.

I don't regret spending $30 for this game, but I also don't urge people to spend the same amount if they are expecting a lot of
content. The game has replayability value but initial gameplay will just last up to 5 hours at most. Within those first 5 hours, you
can already unlock all 10 aliens and fully upgrade them.

The alien line-up in the game:

1. Four Arms
2. Overflow (introduced in the Reboot; seems like a combo of Water Hazard and Gutrot)
3. Upgrade
4. Cannonbolt
5. Diamond Head
6. Grey Matter
7. XLR8
8. Heatblast
9. Stinkfly (Looks like a skinny humanoid Big Chill)
10. Wildvine

The game's story has 3 main arcs. The first arc is to defeat Zombozo. In this first arc, players will learn the game mechanics and
the game will aid the player in making decisions. In the second arc, the player must defeat Queen Bee. This arc assumes that the
player has got the hang of the game and how to use the Omnitrix. The third and final arc requires the player to defeat the
Weatherhead Prime. This arc can be hard if your movement is funky, and you'll find yourself doing tedious movements and
battles around the same types of scenery.

Each arc has 2 levels, totaling to 6 levels in the game. Each level can last up to 30-45 minutes if the player decides to explore.

When it comes to unlocking aliens, you immediately start off with Four Arms, Heatblast, and Cannonbolt. Throughout the first
level, you will unlock Grey Matter. In the second level, you will unlock Wildvine and XLR8. In the third level, you will unlock
Upgrade and Overflow. The 4th level will reward you with Diamond Head, and the 5th level will reward you with Stinkfly right
at the start. The final level will be your chance to fully upgrade half of your transformations before you take on the final boss.

My overall ratings for this game are:

Content: 5\/10
Replayability: 7\/10
Variety: 10\/10 because alien forms
Uniqueness: 5\/10
Difficulty: 4\/10

Overall rating: 6\/10

I wish they would release all the other Ben 10 games here rather than making them exclusive to consoles.... A fun platforming
shooter with tons of levels. Great for when you're in a casual gaming mood.. Great game, highly recommended!. This is a cute
game about being a Frog Detective. It is rather short, so I'd strongly recommend to get it on sale, but it's fun and lighthearted.
The dance competition scene is so cute.. took me 17minutes.. You're in a room surrounded by screens playing clips. It probably
has some deep meaning and beauty to it, but to the average person it has no meaning. A bit difficult to get used to if your
familier with ps4\/xbox controllers. but once you do its a really good controller. Lots of buttons which you wouldnt think are
necessary but they are actually really helpful. had mine for a year now and its nothing wrong has ever happened to it.. Form
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what I have played of Crashnauts so far, it's great. it all feels very responsive, with slick movement to boot. Although at this
point, there aren't too many maps, for $10 it's an absolute blast online with a few friends.. Not a good game. Repetitive, tedious,
buggy, no sound effects, overall boring. Avoid.
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